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About This Content

Get the dandiest of fish to join you in battle! The DLC Character [Umio] will be added to your party, and he will fight with all
of his classy might.
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Title: Megadimension Neptunia VII Party Character [Umio]
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory, Compile Heart
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 5 Jul, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5 2.3 GHz or comparable

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or comparable

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 17 GB available space

Sound Card: Windows compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Shader v5 or newer

English,Japanese
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aoAHedy_cAw. if you like arcade flying its ok. not bad but i dont like it for those reason

1 fuel run out too quickly

2 your plane is too easy to shoot down.... maybe i just dont know how to fly...

3 payload too limited, if you carry a full payload of bomb you cant fill you gaz tank and can only fly for a very very short time.

4 no cheat to go around those annoying thing. Air Conflicts: Secret Wars a nice game but a bit out dated. Don't waste money on
this game. Buy something else.. I am so far enjoying this game. It's for sure giving me the spooks. The game does still leave me
asking lot's of questions but I have not completed the game yet, so I'm sure that all will be answered. I also enjoy that there are
different people that you play as as the story unfolds. I did a video of the first part of the game. The link will be below if you are
interested. Thanks.

https://youtu.be/P2yKgsBewb0. Looks nice, way too expensive for what it is
would rather it be earned and not paid for or at least around 2$. It's really bad.. When they say Treadnauts is already beautiful
and polished, they aren't wrong \u2014 this isn't your stereotypical early access game. Controls aren't hard to learn but can be a
bit wonky at times, for instance with how it treats going upside down you can catch yourself accidentally going the wrong way.
Besides that, everything's smooth and responsive. Sound design is on point, and stylistically it catches your eye. Great game to
play w\/ friends.
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My second MCF Game that I owned, I love the MCF Series, (I was shocked that they were on Steam) I thought that this one was
the hardest even when I was a kid its was impossible for me I got most of them but lost most of them, so I rebought them on
Steam and hoping that Big Fish Games will releash all of MCF games on Steam later next year. (PLEASE DO IT BIG FISH!) I
recommended this game if you're a big fan of the MCF Series or if you're a big fan of Hidden Object games. (Like me). Very
challenging, creative design, great visuals!. It's an excellent tool for learning geography! Includes many fun learning modes, such
as exploration and challenge modes. The game even has a multiplayer mode (good job, devs!), although I've yet to test it out.

I also haven't experienced any crashes or even bugs for that matter. The game runs very smoothly. It's even playable with a
controller!

You can't really go wrong with the current price either. Easily worth the money if you're even slightly interested in geography
and the world in general.. Fun to play and also educational.. it's so bad it's good
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